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About This Game

Grow, fight, collect and evade in the last cosmic arena at the very end of time. Acquire MASS to evolve your EXOFORM from
the nimble ATOM to the godlike OMEGA and compete for fun and dominance in a fast-paced, multiplayer shooter.

ATOMEGA™ !

It is the very end of time. Reality dissolves like cotton candy in a puddle and all that exists are EXOFORMS, super advanced
post-biological lifeforms; masters of matter and energy and the last, distant relative to man and machine. As the laws of physics
slowly repeal the EXOFORMS fight for fun and dominance, replaying the final moments of the universe over and over in the

last arena that will ever exist.

ATOMEGA™ !

1st person retro-arena shooter. FIGHT LIKE IT’S THE END OF TIME!

1 Arena, 5 Variants, each on the brink of destruction. MASTER YOUR LAST MOMENTS!

Compete online with up to 8 players. COMPETE FOR GLORY!

Collect Mass to evolve through 7 EXOFORMs from nimble ATOM to godlike OMEGA each with different strengths,
weaknesses and tactical advantages. BIGGER IS BETTER!
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Sustain OMEGA form to dominate the arena. YOU ARE LIKE UNTO A GOD!

Seek vengeance with the Nemesis mechanic. HOLD THAT GRUDGE!

Collect 10 HACKS to temporally boost your abilities. WHAT IS EVEN HAPPENING!
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Title: ATOMEGA
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Reflections, a Ubisoft Studio
Publisher:
Ubisoft
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit versions only)

Processor: Intel Core i3-550 @ 3.0 GHz or AMD FX 4100 @ 3.6 GHz or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX660 (2GB VRAM) or AMD HD7750 (2GB VRAM) or more

English,French,German,Japanese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean
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i would be happy if they added bots, i can barely find any players to play matches with.. Fantastically fun and well made!. this
game is relly good and i believe that it is going to be better. what to say - ubisoft game = poop. ATOMEGA is a very unquie
game that stars alot of differnt aspects from different poupler games. It has great graphics for a $10 game and even better
gameplay that is very smooth. I would recommend this game if you like games that are still fighting but still youy have to take
your time to build up your power. Some downs are that maybe the dev team should make the time for each match longer
becuase for some people it might not give them enough time to actaully exprience the game in its full potential. Another down is
that (i dont know if it is just me) the game crashes alot. But the game is still a worthy game to play with it's outstanding controls
and graphics, and excellent gameplay.

-EternalFlame. A very fun game though I know it is just my computer, it is very prossessing power demanding, I had to turn
down the graphics.. i bought this game and in 20 minutes i asked my money back.
this game is based on a good idea but it doen't work.. I installed and loaded the game up. I kept asking myself, "should I refund
this and get something else? Maybe I was wrong?"
After becoming an Omega, getting 1st place twice and 2nd place once over the course of 1.1 hrs, shooting other people down
and watching their blocks crumble apart to my satisfaction, I had my answer.

**** no. This belongs in my Steam library.
Buy this if you want a good addition to yours.
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only 3 players playing... que time forever. 10$ is pretty steep for such a simple game. Ubisoft..

Luckily I got into a match quickly on the first go, but after a half hour of playing, was starting to get boring. Que'd up again and
waited 5 minutes... no match, uninstalled.

During that half hour it was just me and 2 other people playing.. might be fun long term if it was a bigger map with like 64
players, and multiple paths of 'evolution'

Basically just you get bigger and your shots hit harder... very basic, very quick to get stale.. it doesnt work itt just says when i
open the app it starts running and then the windows thing comes up saying it stoped working andclose program. Really fun
game. And best of all, you don't need uplay!. At first I had some connectivity issues, but after a while I got it to work. So keep
in mind that there might be some bugs.

Bugs aside, the game is fun. It's very smooth and action packed. The characters are well balanced as well.. although I want to
leave something positive to say, this game runs at a♥♥♥♥♥♥poor rate.
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